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ABSTRACT 

In an increasingly complex world, the connection between nature and the feeling of 

tranquility is explored through the creation of abstract biomorphic porcelain sculptures.  The act 

of sculpting the nature-inspired forms in the isolation of the studio serves as the first layer of 

connection between the possible calming effects of nature and the resulting sculpture. Inspiration 

from ordered organic structures and fractal patterns found in nature can be seen in the porcelain 

sculptures, which can evoke a sense of calmness when appreciating the order that can be 

observed in nature. The research in Forms of Tranquility seeks to understand and explore the 

connection between the feeling of serenity, nature, abstract biomorphic sculpture, the viewer, and 

the act of sculpting. 
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THESIS STATEMENT 

 

Forms of Tranquility investigates the artist's search for serenity while creating porcelain 

sculptures isolated in his studio. Inspired by organic structures and fractal patterns found in 

nature, special design features are fabricated in the sculpting process to address the larger goal of 

creating work that takes the viewer to a tranquil place.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION
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Forms of Tranquility is a series of biomorphic porcelain sculptures that explore the 

potential calming effect that nature-inspired themes can have on viewers. The sculptures are 

typically bare white, uncoated porcelain, made of smooth, organic, flowing forms which evoke 

direct references to nature. A collection of nature photography including both macro and 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) images inspires the pieces in Forms of Tranquility (Figure 

14., pg. 27). These up-close images capture an unusual view of the natural world which serves as 

inspiration for many of the porcelain sculptures. Photographs capturing subject matter containing 

soft curved edges were preferred because of their graceful appearance over some of the straight 

or jagged curved edges that appeared on the contours of other subjects. For example, the rounded 

forms in the subject of the butterfly egg contain soft graceful curved edges and patterned lines 

which seem to convey the feeling of tranquility.  A connection was made between the flowing 

porcelain curves of the nature-inspired sculpture and in the viewing of the sculpture itself. This 

connection ignited an intensive drive to study structures from nature and their visual 

characteristics to create sculptures that could then express feelings of tranquility in the viewer.   

Specific areas of interest in this research performed included fractal and growth patterns, 

as well as unique subjects that can only be found in the microscopic world. Subjects that contain 

fractal patterns and logarithmic spirals, (self-replicating spiral curves that often appear in nature), 

are often selected as inspiration for the sculptures.  For example, my sculpture Butterfly Egg 

(Figure 1.) contains incised repetitive lines that represent the fractal patterns that repeat at 

various sizes throughout the form’s exterior surface. 
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                                                      Figure 1.  Butterfly Egg, 2018, porcelain, 11” x 10” x 10”.  

 

 The body of work developed for Forms of Tranquility honors the intricacies and 

mysterious beauty hidden in nature. In the process of creating sculptures that were intended to 

evoke a sense of tranquility and calmness in the viewer, a further realization occurred that the 

creation of the sculptures themselves sparked a similar sense of serenity for me while isolated in 

the studio. Inspired by the structures and fractal patterns found in nature, a new series of 

representational, biomorphic, and abstract porcelain sculptures were created to bring both myself 

and the viewer to a tranquil place.  
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1.1 Early Works and Discovery 

The idea that subjects in nature can evoke the feeling of tranquility in ceramic sculptures 

began with my most recent body of work for the MA Exhibition at Hood College, Fractals of 

Nature. This exhibition took place in June of 2018 and consisted of whimsical sculptural forms 

inspired by various organic objects chosen from my collection of natural objects. The work from 

this show was fired unglazed to draw attention to the subject’s form and to accentuate the natural 

surface and beauty of the porcelain clay body. Another goal of the exhibition was to create a 

body of work that evoked the feeling of bewilderment and awe in the viewer, a reaction that was 

felt when I first encountered the object found on a walk on the beach or a casual stroll through 

the park.  

First drawn to the overall form of the object for its simplicity, sensuality, and elegance, 

the object was picked up and its texture was felt. While examining the object more closely, I 

became fascinated by what first appeared to be a chaotic surface arrangement.  As I looked 

closer, I discovered the remarkable order in the complex patterns the fractals created. Fractals are 

complex patterns formed in nature that increase in complexity when magnified. They appear in 

shells, trees, snowflakes, and other subjects too. I discovered that the harmony and rhythms the 

fractals create relaxed me as I viewed them meditatively, creating a tranquil feeling within me.   

The idea of capturing the feeling of tranquility and attempting to create a new body of work that 

takes the viewer to a tranquil place will be explored. Tranquility, however, does not necessarily 

mean boring or unlively rather, creating sculptures with lively compositions and surface patterns 

while creating the feeling of tranquility was the desired goal.  
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In addition to my personal discovery of fractal patterns and their effects on the viewer, 

another significant discovery was made when the body of work was completed for Fractals of 

Nature. The twenty-seven sculptures in the exhibit contained a wide array of different shapes 

ranging from variations of squares and rectangles along with round-shaped ones.  Some of the 

round or orb-shaped sculptures that had spiky appendages or details added to them evoked an 

unsettling feeling within the viewer.  Additionally, the square and rectangular-shaped sculptures 

in this earlier body of work lacked the tranquil feeling experienced in many of the graceful 

curved shaped sculptures. Sculptures such as Hydnora African (Figure 2.) contained spiky 

appendages or details like the sharp-pointed teeth that appear at the mouth.  

 

 

     

   

 

Figure 2.  African Hydnora by Brett Wallerstein, 2018                 

Laguna MC 15 Porcelain, 7”x 6" x 5"                                           
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Sculptures like these are not welcoming environments or dwelling places. The sharp 

teeth-like details are like weapons that can hurt any prey that tried to dare enter into it.  Overall, 

this sculpture evokes a disturbing or turbulent feeling.  This is commonly felt in works of art that 

contain these types of characteristics consisting of angular jagged lines or edges.  On the 

contrary, the orb-shaped gracefully flowing curved forms that can be seen in sculptures like 

Spiraled Pod (Figure 3.) possess fluidity and evoke a feeling of tranquility.  Incidentally, these 

types of orbs-shaped soft curved sculptures were more pleasurable in the making process for me.  

The experience and knowledge gained through creating this past body of work led me today to 

keep the focus on creating forms that contained graceful curved edges moving forward with 

creating a new body of work for Forms of Tranquility.  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 3. Spiraled Pod, 2018, Laguna MC 15, Porcelain, 10” x 8” x 6”                                 
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1.2 Inspirational Subjects:  Land-Dwelling and Botanic Organisms 

 

    Unique land-dwelling organisms found in nature that evoke the feeling of tranquility are the 

subjects that I find the most inspiration from.  Most appealing are those that reveal the intricacies 

and growth patterns found in nature that contain fractal patterns or fractal symmetries (unique 

patterns that are symmetrical).  Fractals have parts that repeat at different sizes. Not every pattern 

with similar shapes is truly fractal, for example, the pineapple is not fractal because the shapes in 

the repeating pattern on the outside are about the same size.  However, the pineapple’s pattern 

contains the Fibonacci Sequence or a specific set of proportions that appear often in nature like the 

Romanesque broccoli or the center of a sunflower.  These mysterious patterns surround us every 

day in parks, beaches, and even our backyards. We see them in obvious subjects like in the veins 

of leaves, through the growth patterns in trees, flowers, plants, fruits, and pods.   

   Inspiration was also found in less commonly seen subjects from nature or subjects that 

can’t be seen with the naked eye because they are microscopic. Extracting images, from the 

underground microscopic world, I found scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, like the 

unique subject of the Butterfly egg. The SEM images found online, and the objects from nature 

that I continued to collect, allowed me to experience and analyze the intricate structural 

characteristics and assess whether or not they would make interesting and effective sculptural 

forms built in a white porcelain clay body.   

       Two specific land subjects that served as inspirations to me were from foreign countries 

including the exotic Australian seedpod and the Koru plant, a special spiraling plant found in 

New Zealand (Figure 4.). Both subjects have fractal properties: the Australian seedpod contains 

unique patterns that are symmetrical (fractal symmetry) and the Koru plant contains growth 

patterns with shapes that repeat at different sizes.  When I look at them, the feeling of tranquility 
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is evoked, especially the Koru plant with its’ graceful circular spiral movement also known as a 

logarithmic spiral.  

 

 
Figure 4.  Koru plant (New Zealand), photo taken by Alexa Baehr, https://search.creativecommons.org 
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1.3 Subject for Inspiration: Oceanic and Aquatic Organisms 

Another place that I drew inspiration from is oceanic or aquatic organisms found in the 

water. The microscopic unique subject of the Water Bear egg fits into this category and like the 

Butterfly egg, I found several scanning electron microscope (SEM) images that allowed me to 

analyze the intricate structural characteristics and assess whether or not they would make 

interesting and effective sculptural forms built in a white porcelain clay body. The Nautilus shell 

is another example, but unlike the Water Bear egg, it can be seen with the naked eye. New 

sculptures were created for Forms of Tranquility based on the Nautilus shell and the Water Bear 

egg.  Shells and eggs are dwelling places for both aquatic organisms and protect them for them to 

survive. The Nautilus shell is distinctive because it contains the Fibonacci Sequence and 

simultaneously contains the logarithmic spiral (Figure 5.). When I view aquatic specimens 

containing fractals, like the Nautilus shell, a delightful sensation is experienced and the feeling of 

tranquility is evoked.  I hope that a similar feeling can be created within my sculptures.   

 

          Figure 5. Nautilus shell with logarithmic spiral,  https://www.pexels.com/search/spiraling%20shell%20/  

 

https://www.pexels.com/search/spiraling%20shell%20/
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Many people, including myself, feel anxious or depressed at times. The process of 

creating art has always been used by me throughout my life as a method of dealing with negative 

feelings that may arise when feeling this way.  The specific coping mechanism of working in the 

medium of clay is a cathartic process for me.  Creating nature-inspired porcelain sculptures 

isolated in my home studio helps mitigate the negative feelings associated with stress, anxiety, 

and depression I feel at times. The past year and a half (2020-2021) have been particularly more 

stressful than ever as we continue to deal with the international pandemic of COVID-19, and the 

loss of life of well over half a million people to this day.  We also live in a polarized nation 

politically which makes matters worse as we turn to others to seek solace.  In an increasingly 

complex chaotic world, the times of today are especially strenuous as our very own existence has 

been threatened. Working in the safe and secure space of my home studio, I quarantine myself to 

protect myself from being exposed to the COVID-19 virus.  Sheltering like a nautilus hiding 

inside of its hard shell, the walls of my studio protect me from the outside world.  Isolated in my 

home studio, I find comfort and pleasure and seek tranquility while I create my sculptures.  
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT & GOALS 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Goals for Forms of Tranquility centered around the idea of creating a series of porcelain 

ceramic sculptures that speak to the conceptual relationship of nature and its potential to produce 

calming effects in both the maker and the viewer. Although the classification of my sculptures is 

inexact, I set the goal of creating two main categories of work produced for Forms of 

Tranquility:  sculptures that contain symmetry, and sculptures that contain fractal-like patterns.  

Some of my sculptures will contain both characteristics. I also wanted to begin to experiment 

with some small-scale asymmetrical pieces made out of round curved slabs.   

During my first few years as an artist working with porcelain, I began to notice that 

certain shapes and patterns had a calming effect on me. Creating works of art in clay has always 

brought me great joy and the process of making has always been cathartic, a process that would 

help release my anxiety during stressful times in my life.  I found that both the process of 

sculpting nature-inspired geometry, in particular and then viewing the resulting work, imbued the 

sense of calm that I sought. Deciding to use non-Euclidean forms in the selection process of 

subjects because they consist of soft round shapes, I began to analyze the types of patterns that 

appeared on the surfaces of the subjects from the real-life objects in my nature collection, 

photographs of nature, and scanning electron microscope images (SEM).  Then, I began to think 

about the feelings that the patterns produced.  When studying a real-life object, like the pine 

cone, for example, the round shape contained repetitive curved leaf-like shapes (scales) that 

spiraled around the center core (figure 6.). Observing these fractal patterns within the circular 

shape is calming to me because the repetitive shapes are orderly and when they are placed inside 

the enclosed curved shape of the circle, I began to feel a sense of tranquility.  The calm, joyous 

feeling that I experienced led me to choose the circle or orb shape to begin to create my 
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sculptures. Then, on the circular body of my sculptures, I created fractal-like patterns to mimic 

the orderly calm feeling I had experienced when viewing the fractal patterns as described in the 

pine cone.  

Some of the subjects I used for inspiration did not contain fractals but were symmetrical. 

Symmetry is automatically pleasing to the eye and brain when we look at symmetrical forms and 

humans are programmed to find them attractive. In fact, “people have a universal aesthetic 

preference for symmetry and are manifested in diverse aesthetic forms, from painting and 

sculpture to architecture and music”1 Imagine looking at the human face and one side was 

completely different from the other, we wouldn't find these aesthetically pleasing because it 

would be completely asymmetrical and awkward to look at.  As we look at the non-Euclidian 

soft-curved form of the sand dollar (Figure 7.), for example, it is pleasing to the eye. It also 

contains symmetry, simplicity, and elegant properties. 

                       
          Figure 6.  The pine cone with fractal scales.                                  Figure 7.  The sand dollar (fractal symmetry). 

 

 
1 Huang, Y., Xue, X., Spelke, E. et al. The aesthetic preference for symmetry dissociates from early-emerging attention to 

symmetry. Sci Rep 8, 6263 (2018). 
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To ascertain whether viewing the sculptures imbued a sense of tranquility in other people 

as much as me, I would ask many of my colleagues, fellow artists, family, friends, and professors 

about the way they felt when they observed my sculptures without mentioning the type of 

emotion I was trying to evoke tranquility.  I was pleased to hear that overall, they thought my 

work evoked the feeling of tranquility; some individual pieces more than others. Based on this 

feedback, I found that there were different features that more people found to be calming.  

People noticed especially the organic subject matter, the white bare uncoated surfaces, the round 

elegant curved forms, and the intricate patterns in the piercing and carving that my sculptures 

demand.  They said that these were some of the characteristics that made my work feel tranquil.  

Some viewers described my work as being reminiscent of calm oceanic forms, while others 

described my work as being from a peaceful remote place or another planet due to the 

biomorphic and surreal characteristics of my sculptures.  These types of observations, comments, 

and answers made by others provided me with specific insight to further enhance the calming 

properties of the sculptures. 

When making the sculptures for Forms of Tranquility, my intention was never to depict 

subjects entirely realistically; instead, they ranged from representational as in Land-Dwelling 

Pod (Figure 8.) to much more abstract. Instead of trying to replicate nature, my goal was to 

mimic the characteristics of nature that I have found to have a calming effect. Sometimes that 

resulted in a new sculpture taking on a couple of separate ideas that were merged into one idea.  

The result was sometimes a biomorphic sculpture or one that became more abstract. If I created 

all completely representational pieces and didn't leave any room for creative freedom, I wouldn't 

have as many options in the personal decision-making process. Including a wide array of 

different types of sculptures was successful in Forms of Tranquility because I had set parameters 
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and guidelines which unified the body of work. The result is a range of sculptures that I find to 

engage a calming effect in me and many viewers through a variety of visual characteristics. 

 

 
           Figure 8.  Land Dwelling Pod, 2019, porcelain, 5” x 7” x 6” 
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2.2 Creating Lively Work and Tranquility  
 
 

 
Figure 9. Viewer observing a Jackson Pollock painting with the blueprints of fractals in them. 

Photo by Simi- Iluyomade, -8IKd4pl7hbk-Unsplash 

 

To expand the range of visual expression in Forms of Tranquility, I looked for inspiration 

in two-dimensional works of art that contained fractal properties which evoked the feeling of 

tranquility. I found that Abstract Expressionist paintings often were emotive, and some also had 

calming properties. Surprisingly, I discovered that Jackson Pollock's “action” paintings had 

fractal qualities. For example, the lines, shapes, textures when viewed from closer or further 

distances repeat. A single paint splatter when viewed close up contains smaller paint splatters.  

Fractal patterns appearing in Pollock’s paintings are surprising to me because these infamous 

paintings are very abstract and don't necessarily look like anything that stemmed from nature at 

first glance (Figure 9.).  Harmonies and rhythms in the painting, that mimic fractals from nature, 

can induce this feeling of tranquility.  When art critics analyzed these mesmerizing paintings, 

“they found the blueprints for fractals after a group conducted computer pattern analysis that 
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showed his paintings are as fractal as patterns found in natural scenery”2 The reason for the 

fractal patterns are not entirely clear in Pollock’s work, although his barn studio was submerged 

in nature in the East End of Long Island. The “eelgrass marshes and gorgeous, watery light were 

a source of inspiration along the Accabonac Creek”. 3 His large paintings were produced there on 

the floor of his studio, where he dripped and splattered paint onto the canvases. His bodily-

kinesthetic movements likely simulated fractals (which exist also in the human body) while he 

poured paint directly from a can onto horizontal canvases laid across his studio floor.   

It was through the use of the formal elements of line, shape, and color which brought 

"order out of chaos"4 to Pollock’s large canvases making them lively and exciting while 

simultaneously producing the feeling of tranquility. Like the paintings of Jackson Pollock, the 

surfaces of my porcelain sculptures are lively and exciting while simultaneously producing the 

feeling of tranquility (Figure 10.).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 
2 Taylor, Richard, Fractal Patterns in Nature and Art Are Aesthetically Pleasing and Stress-Reducing, The Conversation, 

Smithsonian.com March 31, 2017    

 
3 National Gallery of Art, https://www.nga.gov/collection/highlights/pollock-number-1-1950-lavender-mist.html 

 
4 Taylor, R.P.,  “Emergence of Patterns from Nature’s Chaos, Through Parallels Between Edward Lorenz and Yves Klein” The 

Journal of Nonlinear Dynamics, Psychology, and Life Sciences 13 341 (2009) 

 

https://www.nga.gov/collection/highlights/pollock-number-1-1950-lavender-mist.html
https://blogs.uoregon.edu/richardtaylor/files/2015/12/Klein-1dp0yxg.pdf
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Figure 10. Water Bear Egg, 2020, Porcelain, 13” x 13” x 13” 
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2.3 Using the Elements of Art to Evoke Tranquility 

 

After learning about Pollock and how he used fractal characteristics in his paintings, I 

began to research how formal elements in the art can be used to help convey the feeling of 

tranquility. This eventually led to an investigation that helped me understand how different lines, 

shapes, forms, and harmonious rhythms when combined can evoke particular psychological 

feelings in human beings when viewing them.  In a 1921 scientific study conducted by the 

Swedish psychologist Helge Lundholm5, subjects were asked to draw lines representing a set of 

emotional adjectives. While angular and jagged lines were used to depict adjectives like hard, 

harsh, and cruel, curved lines were the popular choice for adjectives like gentle, quiet, and mild. 

Horizontal lines were described as being restful, yielding to gravity, quiet, and calm (Figure 11.).  

Diagonal lines suggest movement, lack of stability while vertical lines in our subconscious minds 

associate with masculinity, strength, and aggression like a pillar or column holding up an 

architectural structure. Over the years, other studies trying to associate feelings with types of 

lines have corroborated Lundholm's findings including later studies conducted by psychological 

scientists called The Feeling Value of Lines6 and Humans Prefer Curved Visual Objects.7  

The Lundholm study and the others I reviewed were useful because they made me think 

more carefully about the types of lines I was using in my work and how they evoke different 

types of emotional responses. By understanding the science of how humans react to lines and 

 
5 Lundholm, H. (1921). The affective tone of lines: Experimental researches. Psychological Review, 28, 43-60. Martindale, C., 

Moore, K., &West, A.  

 
6 Poffenberger, A. T., & Barrows, B. E. (1924). The feeling value of lines. Journal of Applied Psychology, 8, 187- 205. 

 
7 Bar, M., & Neta, M. (2006). Humans prefer curved visual objects. Psychological Science, 17, 645-648. 
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shapes, I can selectively use them in my work to create a more meaningful and tranquil feeling in 

my sculptures. It allows me to have more control of people’s reactions to my work as well. 

 

 
                 Figure 11.  Various Line Examples to show how they can have different psychological effects on the viewer 

 

One of the goals of my new body of work was to use non-Euclidean shapes such as 

variations of the circle to help produce calming effects within myself and the viewers. The circle 

is a classic universal symbol that has expressed wholeness, or completeness, among many other 

things throughout human history.8 Research shows that geometric shapes can also convey 

different emotional responses to our brains.  Circles and ovals are more pleasing to the eye and 

project a positive emotional message to our brains than angled shapes like the triangle and 

 
8 Audrey Yoshiko Seo and John Daido Loori, Ensō: Zen Circles of Enlightenment, 1st ed (Boston: Weatherhill, 2007), 
xi. 
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square.9 They make us feel more relaxed and calmer. For this reason, I chose circles and ovals as 

the main shape in forming my sculptures for this thesis exhibition Forms of Tranquility. 

In Zen Buddhism, the most well-known circular symbol is the Enso, a circle drawn in one 

or two brushstrokes that are used to express "a moment when the mind is free to let the body 

create” (Figure 12.).  The Enso represents enlightenment, the void, and the cycle of the universe. “When 

you release your attachments and expectations of life, there are limitless potentials of what life can be, as 

is the nature of a circle”. 10 The circle to me is a joyful symbol, there's an openness to it, something that 

brings peace and comfort when I view it. 

 

Figure 12.  Firepit Charcoal Enso by Floating Ink. 

https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/a779c6fc-5d0f-4818-9dff-0f198812dbca 

 

 
9 Xin Lu, Poonam Suryanarayan, Reginald B. Adams, Jr. Jia Li Michelle G. Newman James Z. Wang ∗ On Shape and the 

Computability of Emotions, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania, Oct-Nov, 2012 

 
10 Audrey Yoshiko Seo and John Daido Loori, Ensō: Zen Circles of Enlightenment, 1st ed (Boston: Weatherhill, 2007), xi 
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Like the circle shape, I find that spirals are also very pleasing to the eye and can evoke 

the feeling of tranquility when we look at them.  Symbolically, the spiral can represent the path 

leading from outer consciousness (i.e., materialism, external awareness, & ego) to the inner soul 

(enlightenment, nirvana, cosmic awareness)11.  In studying art and in my research, the Golden 

Ratio also commonly known as Fibonacci's Sequence contains an elegant spiral that is extremely 

pleasing to the eye.  It also is a proportioning system that governs the relationships of smaller 

parts to the whole. This proportioning system which contains the aesthetically pleasing 

logarithmic spiral has long been believed to produce some of the most aesthetically pleasing 

shapes in nature, and as such has been used in many works of art including Hokusai's painting, 

The Great Wave of Kanagawa, and Seurat's painting, La Parade de cirque. The Sunflower 

example demonstrates how the fractals begin and then multiply according to Fibonacci's 

numerical sequence When viewing the sunflower with the Fibonacci Sequence in its circular 

shape I feel joy, I feel tranquility (Figure 13.).   

 
       Figure 13. The Fibonacci Sequence and the spiral growth, photo by Acadie67 

 

11 Susan Rowland, Jung's cultural writing and Modern man in search of a soul (1933): spiral essays and performing 

symbols, International Journal of Jungian Studies, 2:1, 21-31, (2010)  
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 Plants, animals, and even celestial forms in the universe often grow according to this 

spiraled sequence. The tranquil characteristics that appear in the spiral are the curved flowing 

elegant lines within the circle shape. The fact that artists have used the Golden Ratio to create 

dynamic compositions in their work inspired me to incorporate this idea or pay homage to it 

when making some of my porcelain creations. The sunflower and the nautilus shell are two 

subjects in nature that contain Fibonacci's sequence and grow in the shape of the spiral. The 

existence of the Golden Ratio in nature, and the continued expression of it in art and architecture, 

represents a key example of the human-nature connection. By including the golden ratio in 

sculptures of Forms of Tranquility, I attempt to reinforce the connection of nature to the viewer. 
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2.4 The Use of White in Surface Treatment 

Some people who visited my home studio would often ask the question: "Why don't your 

sculptures have any color?”.  Before my graduate studies, I was making raku ceramics which is a 

type of pottery that uses a low-firing process. I was making many pieces in bright iridescent 

colors combined with bare charcoal black sections that were unglazed.  I thought, what if I were 

to avoid excessive surface treatment and allow the purity of the clay to express its beauty?  

When I entered graduate school for ceramics in search of a new body of work, I began to explore 

the absence of color in my sculptural vessel forms.  Keeping the luminous porcelain bare evoked 

the feeling of purity, serenity, the eternal, and otherworldliness.  I tended to be drawn to 

biomorphic and surreal imagery in the forms of my work, and at times, the color could be a 

distraction. By eliminating color in my new body of work and keeping my pieces bare, the focus 

would remain on the form of the piece. The color white reflects the most light, and creates more 

contrasting shadows, allowing the interplay of light and shadow to draw attention to form and the 

surface qualities.  Experts and noteworthy authors on the topic of porcelain, Jan Axel and Karen 

McCready, summarizes porcelain's characteristics best and summarizes why keeping my work 

bare supports my conceptual ideas:      

"Its stark whiteness gives representational images an incorporeal quality and heightened drama, making it an ideal 

medium for juxtaposing incongruous images that straddle the line between waking and dreaming".  The dramatic 

light and shadow created on porcelain's whiteness offer today's ceramists’ limitless possibilities for creating 

statements in pure form.  White reflects light. White also forms a background against even the faintest shadows 

create stark contrast.  Porcelain's whiteness is ideal as an empty stage for the interplay of light and shadow.  

Shadows provide clues to an object's surface, volume, and form; furthermore, as the rhythms of light and shadow 

change, movement is created within the work". 12 

 
12 Axel, J. and McCready, K., Porcelain Traditions and New Visions, Watson-Guptil Publications, 1981. 
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3.1 Goals 

 

  

The Forms of Tranquility studio research included four design constraints: inspiration 

from nature, emphasis on non-Euclidean geometry, bare white porcelain surfaces, and the goal of 

evoking tranquility. These four design constraints were selected to unify the body of work 

aesthetically while supporting the conceptual goals of conveying a feeling of calm in both the 

maker and the viewer. To support the four design constraints, I researched the porcelain clay 

bodies, the incorporation of paper clay to make my work lighter and stronger, and new 

fabrication techniques. Other goals included the refinement and further advancement of my skills 

which involved experimentation with ceramic equipment, tools, and recipes in the making 

process. Keeping my inspirational photographs and SEM images of my organic subjects hung up 

on the walls of my studio helped me maintain my focus (Figure 14.). They provided me with the 

visual information I needed to begin a sculpture and served as a reminder of my end goal of 

creating lively sculptures that would evoke the feeling of tranquility. 
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Figure 1 Figure 14.  Photographic references hung in my studio: Land, SEM images, and water. 
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3.2 Clay Body Selection  

 

  

Selecting a porcelain clay body was critical not only because it is the medium in which 

the sculptures are formed, but perhaps more importantly because the bare white unglazed fired 

surface is a prominent design element when viewing the work. Porcelain clays have different 

types of white colors and there are sometimes subtle differences from one clay body to another. I 

had created my previous work for Fractals of Nature with Laguna #15 and #16 and was not 

completely satisfied because both of these porcelain clay bodies had a subtle gray color, 

especially Laguna #16 which contains ball clay which makes the clay body grayer. (Figure 15.). I 

then went ahead and tested the Laguna Frost porcelain and unlike these other clay bodies, the 

Frost porcelain produced an exceptional luminous white with a beautiful smooth finish that 

would allow me to produce intricately detailed work, carvings, and textures on it.  

 

              Figure 15.   Personal clay body tests:  Laguna Frost in the center is the whitest and most luminous. 
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Although Laguna made the Frost Porcelain in both cone 6 and cone 10, cone 6 would be 

sufficient for my needs. Work fired to cone 6 is very strong as porcelain is one of the most 

durable materials known to man. There would be no need to put extra stress on my kiln elements 

and wear and tear on my kiln by firing it to the higher temperature of cone 10. Some 

contemporary ceramic artists that work exclusively in porcelain, like Jennifer McCurdy prefers 

to work with cone 10 porcelain because she creates wafer-thin elegant sculptures, and her 

delicate work becomes stronger when fired to the higher temperature of cone 10.  My sculptures 

are made with thicker walls and are not as fragile as hers so there would be no need to use cone 

10 porcelain. 

Another excellent clay body I found to be successful is the New Zealand Ice porcelain 

clay body. It has a luminous white color very similar to the Frost porcelain and is smoothly 

textured. It costs significantly more than the Frost Porcelain because it must be shipped across 

the continental United States. The cone 6 New Zealand Ice had been recommended to me by 

Sandra Beyers, another renowned contemporary ceramic artist who also created unglazed nature-

inspired sculptures like myself and Jennifer McCurdy.  All of her elegant, abstract creations were 

made in New Zealand Ice and she claimed that this clay body was the most user-friendly on the 

market. To confirm this, I produced some sculptures using a sample of the New Zealand Ice 

porcelain and found out for myself that it was very user-friendly, as there were no small cracks 

that appeared after all of my sculptures were fired. Although most of my sculptures in Forms of 

Tranquility were made in the Frost Porcelain, I included all of the ones made in the New Zealand 

Ice.   
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3.3 Porcelain Paper Clay 

 

  

Another goal was to formulate a porcelain paper clay that I could use to make a sculpture 

that is stronger and less prone to developing small cracks. Adding paper clay makes a sculpture 

stronger because it contains cellulose fibers. “Cellulose fibers are commonly found in bark, wood, 

or leaves of plants”13 and they help create a stronger structure when added to the clay. The majority 

of cracks form in the drying process due to unequal shrinkage in the delicate porcelain clay.  The 

cellulose fibers bind the clay and promote even drying and equal shrinkage which helps prevent 

cracks. Another advantage of using paper clay is that it can decrease the weight of the finished 

work because it is made with paper fibers that burn out in the firing process. Making my work 

lighter in weight was another goal of mine since sculptures can be heavy to lift, carry, and transport 

for shows and exhibitions. Another benefit of the paper clay is that the paper clay doesn’t change 

in color, it remains the same white color of the Frost porcelain clay body it was made from even 

after the firing process.  Since porcelain clay bodies consist of larger particle sizes, there is more 

space for water to build up between the platelets which is the main reason porcelain is more prone 

to cracking in the making process. As the water evaporates between the spaces between the large 

particles, cracks can begin to form and they have to be compressed and realigned with a wooden 

stylus tool. When working in porcelain, the work needs to be dried very slowly and monitored 

carefully throughout the various stages of the drying process. If a tiny crack is still visible after the 

bisque fire, then a little bit of porcelain paper clay can be used to fill in the crack before it is fired 

the second time which usually always eliminates it.   

 
13 Sfiligoj Smole M., Hribernik K., Kleinschek Stana, & Kreze, T., Plant Fibres for Textile and Technical Applications, 

Published July 31st ,2013  
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Before making the paper clay, large quantities of Frost porcelain slip were made by 

adding water to all the leftover scraps stored in a five-gallon bucket. In my studio research, I 

discovered that commercial insulation fiber contains strong cellulose fibers that are more 

efficient than using paper materials like toilet paper:  It can be obtained easily, costs less, doesn’t 

get moldy or rancid, lasts longer to use, and comes premixed. 

Commercial insulation fiber can be purchased inexpensively in large quantities at any 

local home improvement store as it is commonly used to insulate houses.  It doesn’t get moldy 

like paper clay made with toilet paper. When I first mixed several gallons of paper clay with 

toilet paper, I let it sit around for about five days and it developed mold and had a foul odor 

which I learned afterward is due to the starch that is in toilet paper which promotes rotting in as 

little as a few hours. When I made several gallons of paper clay with the commercial insulation 

fiber, it stayed good for at least a month. Another advantage is that it comes pre-shredded to a 

consistent mixture so there was no need to spend extra time and energy shredding it. (Figure 

16.).   

 

      Figure 16. Commercial insulation fiber close-up used in the paper clay mixture. 
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3.4 Paperclay Test Results 

 

In my research in paper clay, I discovered that if you add too much insulation fiber to the 

mixture, the paper clay becomes too porous for me to perform intricately detailed carvings. The 

tests that I performed involved making three different mixtures of paper clay.  “Mixture #1” 

contained 20% insulation fiber, “Mixture #2” contained 30% insulation fiber, and “Mixture #3” 

contained 40% insulation fiber. In addition to these three mixtures, I also made a small sample of 

a mixture that was made with 50% percent paper clay to test the mixture’s porosity. 

When making the three main paper clay mixtures, the insulation fiber was added slowly 

to the Frost porcelain slip and I used a volume-to-volume ratio when measuring because I have 

large measuring buckets that conveniently allowed me to measure up to 150-ounces which was 

the perfect size for making my tests.  Once mixed, the paper clay mixtures are poured out onto 

the plasterboard (Figure 17).  Once dry enough to take off the plasterboard, the paper clay can be 

wedged just like regular clay. Using a large plastic spatula, I leveled out the paper clay so that it 

dries consistently and evenly.  Large plastic bins with airtight lids were used to store the paper 

clay when not in use.  

 
                                         Figure 17.  Paper clay Mixture #3 drying on plasterboards. 

                                           . 
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I also experimented with throwing paper clay on the pottery wheel early because I was 

considering throwing my orb shapes to create my sculptures before I developed back issues.  Using 

the three different paper clay mixtures, six small pots were created on the pottery wheel, two for 

each of the three mixtures. I wanted to test paper clay to see if it could be easily thrown and 

although I was able to throw all the pots successfully, it was a little bit more difficult to throw a 

40% percent mixture containing more insulation fiber compared to the 20% one. Once the three 

main tests were created, I also made a sample of paper clay mixture that contained 50% insulation 

fiber and made a little pinch pot out of it. I set them out to dry and fired them to cone 6. When I 

analyzed the test results, the three main mixtures contained smooth enough surfaces to create 

sculptures in, however, the small mixture made with 50% insulation fiber was too porous (Figure 

18.). 

 
      Figure 18.  Two different paper clay tests showing the surface differences.   
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3.5 Exploration of Forming Techniques 

 

I originally began to make my sculptures for Forms of Tranquility by throwing large orbs 

on the pottery wheel to make some of my larger sculptures. Sea Urchin, Butterfly Egg, and 

Pincushion Flower (Figure 19.) are some of the sculptures formed on the pottery wheel. Using 

about 8 lbs. of clay for each, I first centered the clay on the pottery wheel, then performed the 

necessary throwing steps to create a cylinder shape with a curved floor on the bottom of the 

cylinder about ½ inch thick. Then, I used my large wooden round rib tools to stretch the clay out 

gradually in the center of the cylinder to begin to form the sphere before the top was closed off to 

create the enclosed orb-shape. The appendages for these sculptures were then formed separately 

using various hand-building techniques and carving techniques. In the making of Pincushion 

Flower, for example, I cut small circular shapes out of slabs, ruffled the edges on the rims of 

each shape, carved patterned lines into the petals, and then used a small slip trailer bottle to draw 

the star design inside the petals. The fabrication technique was then repeated using slightly 

different-sized petal shapes similar to the fractals that were on the pincushion flower. Once I 

made enough to cover the exterior of the orb shape, the appendages were attached.  

 
Figure 19.  Sea Urchin (left), Butterfly Egg (center), & Pincushion Flower (right)  
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Although wheel-throwing the large orbs for my sculptures was my preferred method of 

making them, I, unfortunately, developed some lower back problems. It became necessary for me 

to explore other forming options to help alleviate the strain I was putting on my lower back. I had 

some prior experience with slip casting so I decided to make a large two-part slip-cast plaster mold 

that I could use in place of wheel-throwing the large orbs. My thought was that slip casting the orb 

would make my sculptures lighter in weight too because I could produce an orb with thinner walls 

than if I were to wheel throw them. 

I designed the large slip-cast two-part plaster mold so that the orb would be 

approximately 13 inches x 13 inches which were about the size I had made for my earlier wheel-

thrown orbs for the previous group of sculptures. I tried a test run of slip casting the orb but 

because it was heavy and difficult to lift and maneuver especially after it was filled with slip. 

Although I was able to produce one lightweight thin-walled large orb from the mold, it was also 

too fragile and delicate to support any clay appendages that would need to be attached to it 

(Figure 20.).   

     
 Figure 20.  A slip-cast orb test using my large custom-mold        Figure 21.  Using the slip-cast mold instead as a slump mold 
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Using this process was going to be problematic so I decided to take the slip-cast mold and 

make it into a slump mold instead which required nothing more than separating the two halves of 

the mold and placing two round slabs into the half-orb shapes, then joining the two half-orbs 

afterward (Figure 21.).  This turned out to be a great idea, as it allowed me to make slabs out of 

the porcelain paper clay and create the large orb shapes needed to make my sculptures. Using the 

mold allowed me to replicate the same orb size numerous times. I ended up making the orbs for 

three other large sculptures using the slump mold method which included: Snow Pod 1, Snow 

Pod 2, and Tranquility (Figure 22.) which were all exhibited in Forms of Tranquility. 

       
Figure 22.   Snow Pod 1 (left), Snow Pod 2 (center), and Tranquility (right) 

 

Although I didn’t end up using the large mold for slip-casting, I was able to use another 

mold that I had made designed with rippling curved edges that resembled the butterfly egg 

structure.  Using a Laguna commercial porcelain cone 6 casting slip (NS-125, Very White) the 

mold produced 4-inch x 4-inch butterfly egg forms (Figure 23.).  Numerous Forms were cast and 

then I carved horizontal line patterns to represent the fractal patterns that appear on butterfly 

eggs. On several others, I experimented with piercing and carving circular holes through the 
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form to create another design. The separate slip-cast lightweight orb-forms were then later used 

to create a wall sculpture Tranquility Relief (Figure 24.). 

 
                               Figure 23.  A slip-cast butterfly egg form using a custom-designed mold 

 

 
                                Figure 24.  Tranquility Relief, 2020, slip- cast porcelain orbs, 4” x 4” x 4”  
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Many of my sculptures were made from various-sized plaster hump molds that were in 

my studio which produced a wide range of orb shapes variations from about 3 inches to 14 

inches. This gave me the ability, to easily make a variety of different sized shapes and forms for 

my body of work. For example, I produced several different sizes and design variations of the 

Butterfly egg (Figure 25 & 26.). 

     

Figure 25.  A Baby Butterfly Egg, 4” x 4 “x 4”.                                        Figure 26.  Mid-sized Butterfly Egg, 9” x 7” x 4”, (in-progress). 
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3.6 Typical Sculpting Process 

            

To begin a sculpture, porcelain slabs were rolled to a little less than ½” thickness. I took a 

circle-shaped wheel-throwing bat to use as a template and placed the bat on the slabs to cut with a 

needle tool (Figure 27.). The slabs were then compressed on both sides using a hard plastic large 

rib called a Bogo tool. I set up the two half-sphere molds with the slabs on top of them and use a 

needle tool to cut the rims. An Exacto knife was used to create a 45-degree bevel on the rim, 

alternating the direction of the angle from one rim to another so that they uniformly join together. 

After the two rims are brushed with Magic Water (a liquid solution made with 1 gallon of water, 

3 tablespoons of sodium silicate, and 1 ½ teaspoon of soda ash) and scored, the two halves are 

joined together to form the orb.  I found that Magic Water is a better alternative to porcelain slip 

Figure 27.  Typical sculpting process to build mid-size orbed sculptures with hump molds. 
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when joining parts because it creates a stronger bond and also keeps my seams neater. It is best to 

use when the bond between two pieces of clay is suspect for cracking during drying or the bisque firing.  

Smoothing out the seam at the center of the orb with a small curved, spoon-shaped wooden 

modeling tool I found works best for porcelain with an extra coil to put around the seam for extra 

strength before it is blended in. Addressing the base of the sculpture before I begin the drawing 

and carving is important because it allows me to see the exact position my sculpture will stand. 

Using a three-point system for the base, I marked three circular points joining three small nuggets 

of clay on each of the points to form a triangular-shaped base. I then make sure my sculpture is 

balanced and stands properly, making sure the base of my sculpture is visually integrated into the 

shape of the orb.  Sand Dollar (Figure 28.) is an example of a mid-sized sculpture that used the 

typical forming method with the two hump molds and its base is also built with the three-point 

system. The intricate deep-carving creates a “gray area” which heightens the dramatic effect on 

the bare porcelain. 
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                                            Figure 28.  Sand Dollar drying in the middle of my studio. 

  For the smaller scale free-standing sculptures, I made use of the many leftover slabs 

resulting from the larger work which I kept stored in plastic bins. Wall hanging reliefs were also 

made using leftover slabs and some of the half-orb plaster molds that were in my studio. Once 

the inverted bowl shapes were produced, I carved into them using the organic fractal subjects 

of Spyder Web, Sunflower, and Nautilus (Figure 29.) that were all exhibited in Forms of 

Tranquility. 
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                    Figure 29. Spyder Web (bottom), Nautilus (center), & Sunflower (top) 2020, porcelain paper clay. 
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3.7 Alternative Fabrication Techniques 

 

While making my sculptures out of porcelain paper clay was something new for me, I 

also explored some other alternative making processes. When making the large spiral for the 

Koru, for example, I used a “coil and dowel” method for construction. After rolling out an extra 

thick, long coil, I carefully pushed a wooden dowel through the resilient paper clay to begin to 

form a hollow coil. The coil that is wrapped around the dowel is then rolled out on a table further 

so that it stretches out longer and spreads evenly. It is then removed very carefully from the 

dowel and another one is made and joined to the first one until it is made large enough to create 

the large spiral form for the Koru (Figure 30.). Other new fabrication techniques include the 

addition of using Nichrome wire in one of my sculptures called the Corona-berry (Figure 31.) 

which was used to represent the unique detailed thin protrusions that often are seen in the 

structures of dogberries. 

 

 
        Figure 30.  The hollowed Koru Spiral (paper-clay).                            Figure 31.   The Corona-Berry loaded in the kiln. 
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I also experimented with the mini extruder which I used to make tiny uniform coils to 

construct my very small-scale sculptures in a series of Water Bear Eggs which were about 3.5” x 

3.5”.  Several of these pierced and coiled sculptures were included in Forms of Tranquility and I 

even made an extra one which got juried into Small Favors 2020: Expanding the Field, an 

international show at The Clay Studio in Philadelphia. Custom-made bases that resembled rock 

were also designed for some of my sculptures so that they could be elevated. The hard-edged 

rock form stands contrasted beautifully with the round smooth form of Baby Water Bear 

Egg (Figure 32.).    

 

                             Figure 32.  Baby Water Bear Egg, 2020, porcelain, 3” x 5” x 3”. 

 

Lastly, I experimented with a simple slab construction method. In a mini-series of 

slabbed work, I produced some simple abstract curved forms that mimicked the shape of one of 

the organic subjects in my nature collection that I used for inspiration. I wanted to highlight the 

idea that simple organic curved forms can evoke a feeling of tranquility so I laid the slab inside 

the round curved slump mold to mimic the elegant curve of my organic subject.   
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3.8 Firing 

A slow bisque firing to cone 04 (1,950 degrees F) was programmed with a slower heat 

rise and cooling time. The slower firing process helped prevent cracking during critical firing 

stages where too much silica can form during quartz inversion. If a piece needed to be smoothed 

more after bisque firing, I could still sand them with regular fine sandpaper (150 grit) since the 

bisque fired work was only partially vitrified and still soft enough to sand. Doing a bisque firing 

first, also allowed me to inspect the piece for possible small cracks that may have become more 

visible. This allowed me another opportunity to patch small cracks with the Frost porcelain paper 

clay I had made. Most potters refer to the final firing as the glaze firing, however since my pieces 

didn’t involve much glaze, I prefer to use the term “vitrification firing” which means the clay 

body has matured and the porcelain has been made impermeable at a cone 6 (2232 degrees F) 

firing. Most of the work was finished after this final firing, however, a couple of my sculptures 

required a third firing. Before the third firing, I can also check for tiny cracks and use my paper 

clay mixture to patch it before applying any underglazes or glazes to the interiors of some of my 

select sculptures (Figure 33.). Both Cactus Form (Figure 34.) and Nautilus (Figure 35.) needed a 

third firing because I painted the interior of Cactus Form with a white speckled low fire 

underglaze and a black low-fire glaze on the interior spiral of Nautilus.  
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  Figure 33.  Close up of the interior of Cactus Form.                           Figure 34.  Cactus Form, porcelain paper clay, 5” x 7” x 5”. 

 

 
       Figure 35. Nautilus (carved), porcelain paper clay, 9” x 7” x 9”. 
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3.9 Surface Treatment and Post Firing Techniques 

Before the sculptures were completely bone dry, I used green and maroon scouring pads 

to sand down the form mostly outside in the open air for ventilation. Wearing a face mask, A few 

touch-ups were completed inside my studio with the scouring pads as seen in the completion of 

one of the pieces for my wall-relief sculptures Coral Urchin (Figure 36.). The green scouring 

pad produces a smooth surface with a slight texture that remains from the pad. Maroon-colored 

scouring pads, found in hardware stores, do not leave any texture on the greenware and produce 

an extremely smooth surface.  

 

              Figure 36.   Coral Urchin sculpture after using the green and maroon scouring pads. 
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Diamond “Sandpaper” was used to polish the hardened porcelain on some of my pieces 

after the final firing. Using diamond sandpaper helps create a polished sheen on the surfaces of 

selected pieces. I began sanding with 400 grit, 800 then 1500, eventually working my way up to 

3000 to create an extremely smooth polished sheen.  This brought out the natural beauty of the 

porcelain as seen in my graceful sculpture Swirl (Figure 37.).  

 

 
        Figure 37. Swirl, 2021, porcelain, 4” x 4” x 4”. 

 

 Another experiment carried out was the use of non-ceramic paint that was designed to 

match the color of the Frost porcelain. I came up with the idea of creating a paint that replicated 

porcelain and I found a commercial paint made by Krylon, called Chalky Finish Paint. I matched 

a custom paint color to the Frost porcelain using the Chalky Finish Paint. The finished paint 

created a bonelike matte finish on the sculptures. Although the colors of the two maquettes were 

almost identical, the texture was slightly different.  
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The bone-like matte surface was appropriate for the finish of some of my sculptures. Bones 

are natural objects that seem ever-lasting and can symbolize the earth and the indestructible life. I 

wanted to convey a bone-like feeling in some of my sculptures like Sea Urchin (Figure 38.) to 

point out that the shell of it, which I was looking at for inspiration were the everlasting remains or 

“bones” of the sea urchin. To finish the selected sculptures that were painted, I applied a Krylon 

spray matte fixative that is designed to use over the paint without changing the matte finish. Using 

this spray would help protect my sculptures from marks, scratches, or oils that are on people’s 

hands when they have the urge to touch them. 

 

 

                                         Figure 38.  Sea Urchin, 2020, porcelain with “Porcelain Paint”, 13” x 13” x 12” 
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CHAPTER 4: BODY OF WORK 
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4.1 Overview 

 

The body of work Forms of Tranquility represents an extensive range of experimentation, 

conceptual and aesthetic research which investigates visual orders that appear on specific organic 

subjects and the feeling they evoke. Sculptures inspired by my collection of organic objects from 

land and water, photographic images, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 

microscopic organisms. Keeping the work uncoated and bare-white underscored the subject’s 

form with no distraction of color. Within the form, unique fabrication techniques were developed 

including carved patterns and piercings which mimicked the fractal patterns and symmetries 

found in subjects. Biomorphic and abstract territories were also explored in sculptures where I 

deviated from working representationally. The studio research for Forms of Tranquility 

culminated in the creation of a cohesive body of work that represented and reflected a part of the 

research. All of the work in Forms of Tranquility has a common thread, although some 

categories and subcategories overlap so the classification of this vast body of work is inexact. 

However, there are three main bodies of work or series that were created: the Land-Dwelling 

Series, the Aquatic Series, and the Biomorphic Series.  

The sculptures from all three of these series have distinctive visual characteristics that 

were purposefully incorporated into the designs of each piece to evoke the feeling of tranquility. 

Besides using the theme of natural subjects and their non-Euclidean circular forms, other 

significant design elements promote the feeling of tranquility. There were seven main design 

elements and for classification purposes, I have named them “The Seven Characteristics that 

Evoke Tranquility”. These visual characteristics were researched, confirmed, and were adopted 

into my aesthetic decision-making process. They include the following:  
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1). Repetition, 2). Spirals, 3). Small Intricate Details, 4). Smooth Flowing Curves, 5). Horizontal 

Lines, 6.) Surface Qualities, and 7). Radial Symmetry. How these characteristics were 

incorporated into my body of work will be explained throughout this chapter and the proceeding 

ones. 
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4.2 The Land-Dwelling Series 

 

         Land-dwelling refers to the organic subjects that can be found on the land, that grow from 

the soil.  The Pincushion Flower, The Seed Pod, The Koru, and the Dogberry are several 

sculptures I created for the Land-Dwelling Series that were exhibited in Forms of Tranquility. 

An SEM image was used to analyze the round non-Euclidean form of the pollen grain and the 

butterfly egg, two other subjects found on the land.  In the SEM image of the butterfly egg, 

fractals can be seen in the line patterns that radiate around the structure of the top of the egg 

When creating my sculptures Butterfly Egg (Figure 39.) and Koru (Figure 40.) carving 

techniques were used to mimic the fractal patterns.  Repetition, small intricate details, smooth 

flowing curves, surface qualities, and the horizontal lines in this sculpture create quietness, 

calmness, and serenity. Another is the Pollen Grain, (Figure 41.). a microscopic grain that 

fertilizes the female reproductive cells so that seeds, fruit, or flower will develop on the land.     

 

                                                            
Figure 39.  Butterfly Egg, 2021, porcelain, 9” x 7” x 8”.      Figure 40. Koru, 2021, paper clay, 12” x 12” x 3” 
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 Figure 41.  Pollen Grain, 2019, porcelain, 12” x 12” x 12”  
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4.3 The Aquatic Series 

 

The Aquatic Series includes some organic subjects that are found in or near the water 

including the ocean, sea, lakes, and areas that surround bodies of water like beaches. Since 

ancient times, humans have associated water with healing, transformation, and relaxation, and 

today, we still turn to water for a sense of clarity and to experience tranquility. In the book Blue 

Mind, Wallace14 J. Nichols discusses the science that being near the water can induce a 

meditative state and make humans healthier and happier. I have always been fascinated by this 

topic since I know firsthand, that the beach and being around the water helps alleviate my 

anxiety and causes me to relax and think creatively. 

Sea Urchin (Figure 37.), Nautilus, (Figure 42.), and Sand Dollar (Figure 43.) are three 

examples of sculptures I created for the Aquatic Series, and they all attempt to evoke the feeling 

of tranquility when viewed. When I look at Sand Dollar and the fractal symmetry in the design 

(Figure 43.), I feel a sense of calm. When analyzing the sculptures that were produced in this 

particular series, tranquility is what I feel most. When surveying other viewers how the 

sculptures made them feel, they also agreed that these particular sculptures were very soothing 

and made them feel extremely calm when they were viewed. I know how I designed the 

sculptures using repetition, spirals, small intricate details, smooth flowing curves, horizontal 

lines, surface qualities and radial symmetry all played a significant part.  There is also the aquatic 

subject matter that I chose which also plays an important role in contributing to the feeling of 

tranquility. Humans often associate specific subject matter with feelings and it is undeniable that 

 
14 Nichols, Wallace J., Blue Mind: The Surprising Science That Shows How Being near, in, on, or under  

       Water Can Make You Happier, Healthier, More Connected and Better at What You Do. New York: 

        Little, Brown and Company, 2014 
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aquatic subjects like the sand dollar and nautilus shell are often immediately associated with the 

ocean or the beach which is a calm, relaxing vacation spot for people.  

 

             
Figure 42.  Nautilus 2021, porcelain, 9” x 7” x 9”.                                    Figure 43. Sand Dollar, 2021, porcelain, 9” x 7” x 9”.   

                                                                                 . 
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4.4 The Biomorphic Series 

 

The sculptures in the Biomorphic Series are less representational or realistic than the 

works from the other two series. Biomorphic means taking real-life subjects and morphing them 

into something new. It also can be described as an aesthetic style of many famous works of art in 

art history including the ceramic sculptures of Ken Price and the paintings of Joan Miro who also 

created images in his paintings of identifiable subjects while simultaneously being non-

representational. Many works of art are biomorphic including my porcelain sculpture Snow Pod 

(Figure 44.) which merges two ideas into one unified idea. The sculpture was inspired by the 

structure of the Australian seed pod and the fractals that exist in snowflakes. They are usually 

altered to a point where subject matter seems familiar but can’t be clearly identified. Taken to 

more extreme measures, abstract territories are sometimes explored. While building some of the 

biomorphic sculptures, pierced designs are often created through the form to explore the concept 

of interior and exterior space which nuances the idea of a dwelling place for specimens of life.   

 

                                                         Figure 44. Snow Pod, 2021, porcelain paper clay, 13” x 13” x 13”.  
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  Another significant sculpture is Tranquility (Figure 45.), one of the last sculptures which 

can be seen as a sort of conclusion to the research of Forms of Tranquility. It is not representational of 

any subject or thing but is an example of me using the knowledge and skills I gained through my 

research in a sculpture that explores abstract territories. It demonstrates that I understand how to 

use the circular form, repetition, the spiral, detail work, smooth flowing curved lines, symmetry, 

and surface treatments to help create the feeling of calmness. Whiling making Tranquility, the 

idea flowed very easily as I spontaneously created it.  I had no set preconceived idea of what the 

sculpture would end up looking like after it was created. Once the large orb form was created, I 

flattened it out with a paddle, then created a void in the center with a hole cutting tool.    

Impulsively, I then began to search my studio to find different-sized paintbrushes. I lined 

them up from large to small and then used the circular ends by pressing them into the clay’s 

surface to create a gradated dimpled textured design on both sides of the sculpture. The technical 

part was seamless and it only took me a couple of days to complete this large sculpture. Other 

sculptures could take more than a month, so this was a breakthrough sculpture for me. To be able 

to make a work that was successful technically, aesthetically, and conceptually in so few days 

was gratifying. Throughout the process of making this sculpture, I felt at ease, very calm too and 

it was only appropriate for me to name this sculpture Tranquility. Tranquility was the last large 

sculpture I produced and I felt it summarized what I was trying to express succinctly in this body 

of work Forms of Tranquility. 
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 Figure 45.   Tranquility, 2021, porcelain paper clay, 12” x 12” x 12. 
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CHAPTER 5:  EXHIBITION  
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 The body of work produced for Forms of Tranquility was exhibited in Hood College’s 

Whitaker Gallery from June 6 – July 30, 2021 (Figures 46. – 52.). Three series of work were 

included in the show: the Land-Dwelling Series, the Aquatic Series, and the Biomorphic Series.  

Work from the three series was intermixed in the gallery rather than being arranged by category.  

The sculptures were instead placed to show the commonly shared visual characteristics of these 

organic subjects. The arrangement was intended to direct the viewer’s eye through the 

composition of the exhibition. Among the variety of sculptures displayed, pieces from the Land-

Dwelling Series were often juxtaposed next to ones from The Aquatic Series (Figure 46.).  

 
Figure 46.  Forms of Tranquility exhibition at Hood College’s Whitaker Gallery. 
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Both plinths and wall-mounted shelves were used to display the freestanding work. There were 

also three different wall-mounted arrangements. Sea Urchin displayed with the Coral Urchin 

groupings, for example, represented the Aquatic Series (Figure 47.) and two other wall-mounted 

arrangements representing the Land-Dwelling Series and the Biomorphic Series. 

 

 
     Figure 47. Forms of Tranquility exhibition at Hood College’s Whitaker Gallery  
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                   Figure 48.  Forms of Tranquility, Looking in Whitaker Gallery from the outside window. 

  

        Whitaker gallery is a second-floor gallery with an open mezzanine space, looking down into 

the first floor. The open mezzanine creates a significant division in the space so the exhibition 

area consists mainly of three long skinny-rectangular shaped sections and another larger space 

where you first walk into the exhibit near the entranceway (Figure 48.).  While the mezzanine 

area offers a distant view of all the sculptures in the gallery, the railings limit the viewing range 

and instead confines the viewer to a closer point of view when walking the gallery. Sculptures 

were displayed in the three main sections and in the entranceway space where a variety of small-
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scale sculptures were displayed, allowing them to be seen through the entranceway window. that 

can be seen through the entranceway window. If an onlooker walks past the gallery, I hope that 

these sculptures grab the attention of the viewer immediately and are enticed to come into the 

gallery (Figure 48.).  

Immediately to the right after you walk into the entranceway through the door, there is a 

shadow box hung up on the wall in the corner of the space. Displayed carefully in the shadow 

box, are some of the original organic objects I had collected and analyzed before the sculptures 

were produced. A combination of land-dwelling and aquatic forms, both Euclidean and non-

Euclidean samples were included in hopes of giving the viewer a deeper understanding of my 

process of carefully analyzing subjects before sculptures.  

On the white plinths and shelves, most of my sculptures were displayed with black 

granite bases that were designed and manufactured in collaboration with the local marble and 

granite store. The black smoothly polished granite stone bases provide a stark contrast with the 

unglazed bare white of the porcelain sculptures. The polished shiny surface and subtle pattern in 

the granite added another layer of visual texture to my installed pieces and simultaneously gave 

individual pieces more prominence by elevating them slightly (Figure 49., 50. & 51.).  
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Figure 49.  Koru, 2021, paper clay, 12” x 12” x 3”.                              Figure 50.  Nautilus, paper clay, 9” x 7” x 9”.   

 

 
Figure 51. Forms of Tranquility exhibition at Hood College’s Whitaker Gallery. 
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Some of the sculptures were displayed directly on to the white plinths without a black 

granite base because I wanted to intentionally use the lighting to create cast shadows that 

mimicked the sculpture’s elegant form in Sprouting Pod and to heighten the drama of the piece 

by enhancing the interplay of light and shadow (Figure 52.).  Shadows create mystery and 

provide clues to my sculpture’s surface, volume, form, texture, and patterns which are designed 

to evoke the feeling of tranquility.  

 

 
      Figure 52. Sprouting Pod, 2019, porcelain, 12” x 16” x 12” 
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       While each viewer’s response to the work will be unique, I hope that each person who 

encounters Forms of Tranquility will at least sense the calming appeal of the work. If the viewer 

doesn’t feel tranquility when looking at the work, I expect that they are at least enticed to view 

the sculpture from multiple angles, perhaps finding something visually interesting.  I hope to 

have successfully imparted some of the same feelings in the viewer as I felt from my earliest 

inspirations to what eventually became the work presented in Forms of Tranquility.  If the viewer 

experiences a tranquil feeling while also feeling bewilderment or awe, the feelings I experience 

when viewing and analyzing specific organic forms, then I have more completely and 

significantly communicated what I set out to do.  
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CHAPTER 6.  CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD 
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Artists have created representational sculptures based on natural subjects throughout 

history to point out the extraordinary beauty that exists in our world. While this is one of my 

intentions, the work in Forms of Tranquility is intended to express my understanding of how 

natural forms can have inherent visual characteristics that promote the feeling of tranquility. 

While viewers may experience pleasure while looking at this series of nature-inspired porcelain 

sculptures, I hope that they also experience a feeling of tranquility.  

 

 
       Figure 53. Beyers, Sandra, 2019, Convolution, porcelain, 2019, 3” x 3” x 2”. 

 

Other contemporary ceramic artists have created works of art that evoke this type of 

feeling, where the tension between excitement and tranquility exists as well. Therefore, I have 

narrowed my comparison to three other contemporary ceramic artists who create sculptures 

inspired by nature that have some realistic, biomorphic, and abstract characteristics. All of their 

unique works are also made in porcelain and they all fire their work in oxidation in an electric 

kiln like myself.  One such artist is Sandra Beyers (Figure 53.).  Beyers carefully crafts her small 
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diminutive hand-built sculptures which are “reminiscent of a variety of natural forms including 

hibiscus leaves, gladiolus corn, forest mushrooms, textured blooms of a coral garden, and the 

sparkle of fresh snow.”  I am fascinated by her work because the elegant lines and shapes she 

used in her forms flow gracefully while maintaining a feeling of tension.  Delicate translucency 

combined with bold forms containing intricate detail and pattern is integrated into each sculpture 

and the texture of the porcelain’s surface can be felt when a small sculpture is held in hand. She 

is not trying to replicate nature but “capture a feeling, hoping to stimulate those who see our 

works to stop for a moment and observe the richness of the world around them.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jennifer McCurdy is another contemporary artist creating sculptural forms in porcelain, 

adding movement and line to the basic wheel-thrown sphere shape. McCurdy is best known for 

her extremely detailed carved works that resemble natural forms such as “the cracked conch 

Figure 54.  McCurdy, Jennifer, 2016, Magritte’s Butterfly Vessel, 14” x 10” x 10”. 
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shell, the milkweed pod, and the ordered symmetry and asymmetry of nature’s forms revealing 

the growth and balance of life” (Figure 54.). Like some forms in nature (i.e., fire), her delicate 

translucent forms seem to defy gravity which involves an extremely high level of skill in the 

carving process as she alters the form to set up a movement of soft shadow then integrates 

patterns that appear in nature. I am most fascinated by her elegant sculptures because they are 

lively and contain fluidity, they are also tranquil. Her forms feel tranquil to me because of the 

soft curves she creates within the elegant round forms of her sculptures. There is also a balance 

between the convex and the concave, and light is absorbed and reflected in the bare uncoated 

porcelain.  

 
                                                      Figure 55. Zethraeus, Eva, 2018, Platinum Tipped Blue Bulbous, 17” x 16” x 16”   

 

Eva Zethraeus is another contemporary ceramic artist who works primarily with 

porcelain creating exquisite and tenuous biomorphic sculptures that represent the intersection 

between representational and abstract. She works with the theme of nature but also nuances the 
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scientific and mathematical concepts that appear in nature that I speak about in my work. Her 

forms are glazed with subtle layers of matte glazes in combination with platinum lusters. She 

sometimes mixes cool colored hues of blues and purples, creating gradients to build another 

layer of the surface to her forms. While all of her forms are intricately constructed, some are 

simpler than others, like Platinum Tipped Blue Bulbus (Figure 55.).  Others are more complex 

and highlight the idea of fractals and the characteristics in which organisms grow. 

My work in Forms of Tranquility combines some aspects of these contemporary artists’ 

work with my original approach. I am using textures and patterns that are representative of nature, 

as seen in Beyer’s work, with carving similar to McCurdy’s sculptures. I also relate to Zethraeus’s 

biomorphic style of creating her work, although her work is represented with color and mine in 

bare white porcelain.  Keeping my work bare allows me to work with dramatic light and shadow 

similar to McCurdy and Beyers. My porcelain sculptures fit into the context of the contemporary 

field of sculptural ceramics because they pull together current design and conceptual trends.  

Ceramic artists today continue to create representational forms inspired by nature. On the other 

side of the scale, some artists create works that fall into the category of “Organic Abstraction” 

which can best be described as an artistic style that uses rounded abstract forms based on those 

found in nature. Forms of Tranquility extract the concepts and design trends from both of these 

artistic styles and also include biomorphic characteristics which express my own experience and 

vision in my search for tranquility. What makes my contribution unique to the contemporary field 

of ceramics arts, is that my work fosters a sense of tranquility in the process of me sculpting, and 

in the viewer while looking at my finished work. Contemporary ceramic artist, notable author, and 
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luminary, Peter Lane, exerts “Creating a body of work that evokes a sympathetic or antipathetic 

response is a significant contribution to the field of contemporary ceramics”. 15  

My work appeals to viewers because some of the subjects, to the best of my knowledge 

and research, have never been used in sculpture or ceramic art before. The Water Bear Egg and 

the Butterfly Egg are two examples of this. However, people are drawn to my work because of the 

feeling they evoke, tranquility.  Before I began the making process of each sculpture, I often felt 

very agitated with anxiety as I nervously gathered my tools and materials. Once the soft-curved 

round orb form was created, I began to feel some calm, and as I added the appendages or carved 

patterns that mimicked fractals or fractal symmetries, I felt a sense of order and control along with 

tranquility. Humans are constantly searching for tranquility in a world that often seems disorderly, 

sometimes even chaotic. Forms of Tranquility specifically explores this idea and the research 

achievement that can be seen in the definitive and specific connections made between the physical 

forms of the sculpture and the feeling of tranquility they evoke. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 
15 Lane, Peter, Contemporary Studio Porcelain. A & C Black: London, 2nd edition, 2003 
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